
Anarchy  Rulz  1999:  Balls
Mahoney Is In The Main Event.
Not The World Champion. Balls
Mahoney.
Anarchy Rulz 1999
Date: September 19, 1999
Location: Odeum Expo Center, Villa Park, Illinois
Attendance: 6,000
Commentators: Joey Styles, Cyrus

And so it dies here. No not the company as they held onto
life, if you want to call it that, for about another 16 months
after this. Taz leaves here though, as WWF came with a huge
sum of money about three weeks after ECW debuted on TNN. The
Dudleys already left about two weeks earlier. Word has gotten
out  that  Taz  is  leaving  too,  so  don’t  expect  him  to  be
incredibly over tonight. Other than that, there isn’t much on
the card. Storm vs. Lynn should be fun though. Let’s get to
it.

We  see  Masato  Tanaka  showing  up.  He’s  the  number  one
contender. I’m not sure but I think that was Dave Prazak doing
the interview. Awesome’s manager shows up and doesn’t like
Tanaka. He gets smacked.

Cyrus and Joey do the intro you would expect before we throw
it to the theme song.

Lance Storm vs. Jerry Lynn

We start with this? Really? I guess part of anarchy is that
we’re getting rid of the best match right off the bat for some
reason. Dawn Marie’s dress is almost not even there. These are
two of my favorites from ECW so I’ll be pleased with this more
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than likely. Jerry’s ribs are messed up because the Impact
Players beat him up about a week before.

Lance Storm having his own personal woman is just amusing as
all get out. Crowd is pretty one sided to say the least. We
have a nice technical piece to start. Did you expect anything
else? The fans applaud which is always a good sign. ECW fans
were fair if nothing else. I’ve always liked Joey’s mentioning
of the referees. They work extremely hard and rarely get the
credit that they deserve. Storm’s chops kind of suck.

There’s a bad delay right before it connects and it makes them
look really weak. The fans get bored with the match and would
like to see something from Dawn. Cyrus gets a nice line in by
saying that Storm is a step ahead of Gene Kiniski who was
billed as Canada’s Greatest Athlete: he’s CALGARY’S Greatest
Athlete. That’s a great line and could be solid for a heel in
a territorial promotion.

The referee yells at someone at ringside for a LONG time with
his eyes totally away from the action. Nice one guys. Jerry
hits a nice plancha from the top rope to the floor and down
goes Storm. Having Cyrus as an analyst is a GREAT help. Joey
is fun to listen to but there is simply too much to have one
guy do. That’s not a knock on Styles. It’s too much for
anyone. Having an analyst in there takes a ton of pressure off
of Joey and it’s helping a lot.

Cradle piledriver is blocked. Again, can someone explain the
difference to me? SWEET pinfall reversal sequence that goes on
for  nearly  a  minute  straight.  That’s  VERY  impressive  and
literally gets a standing ovation from the crowd. They go wide
to show it and they quite well should. Amazing stuff as I knew
it would be. Cyrus points out that he used to be a wrestler
which is something that needs to be done more often.

TNA has been doing it more often lately as they point out that
Taz used to be a wrestler. He’s been retired what, 9 years or



so? A LOT of fans likely haven’t seen him wrestle. How long
has it been for King? Point out to the fans that he actually
has experience. Jerry is a former world champion as is Taz.
Let the fans know that once in awhile. There’s a chair wedged
in the corner that hasn’t been doing anything yet.

Lynn is thrown into the corner but slides to avoid the steel
macguffin. He slams his ribs into the post though and Storm
goes after it like a Hart-trained wrestler attempting to use
basic psychology. Lynn hits a Stunner out of nowhere to get us
back to even. I love when wrestlers just bust out random
moves.

It makes no sense that so many guys only use their signature
stuff. Use whatever comes to mind, at least in kayfabe terms.
Storm hits a knee to the ribs and hooks a ¾ nelson of all
things for the clean pin? That came out of NOWHERE. It’s fine
to end it that way as it looked solid, but DANG that was
random.

Rating: A-. I loved this and yes it’s biased. Even still
though,  this  was  very  solid  stuff.  See  what  happens  with
simple  psychology  and  good  wrestling?  It  works  very  well
indeed and you get a great match that I was way into. This
worked and to be fair it’s probably because they’re two of my
favorites in ECW.

Joey and Cyrus argue about “the office.”

Simon Diamond is here. He used to screw Dawn Marie so he’s
awesome. He talks in the 3rd person but has none of Rock’s
talent so there you go. He is looking for a partner and asks
for Tom Marquez who graduated from the House of Hardcore. And
that’s not good enough because Simon didn’t say it. There is
no man here to fight Simon. And cue Jazz. Apparently he’s
looking for a partner. Which is why he asked for someone to
fight. Got it.

She’s a face at this point and is in no way shape or form a



Chyna rip-off. Nope, not at all is she, the woman that looks
tough and is overly muscular and fighting men a rip-off of
Chyna. Not at all. Diamond runs his mouth off and yells at
Marquez, the timekeeper tonight, to fight Jazz. Sure why not.

Jazz vs. Tom Marquez

Jazz gets beaten up for awhile and then hits a mat slam for a
long two but a guy named Tony DeVito pulls the referee out.
Yeah this wasn’t a match. 45 seconds at most.

Chris Chetti and Nova run out for the save and apparently THIS
is a tag match now.

Chris Chetti/Nova vs. Tony DeVito/Simon Diamond

Apparently Nova is the most ripped off wrestler in the world
as whatever he invents is on Monday night the next week. While
that’s true to an extent, I’ll let it go and let Mr. Joey Pot
and Cyrus Kettle, call this match. Wow that Jazz is BLACK. WOW
that joke sucked. Anyway, you get the idea I think. DeVito
goes for a Rock Bottom and botches the living tar out of it.
And after about two minutes Danny Doring and Roadkill along
with that redhead chick named Angelica run out for the DQ. Yes
it’s Lita.

Rating: N/A. Two minutes of just boring stuff.

They hit Jazz with the Hart Attack. A ton of jobbers come out
to stop Roadkill and it’s just a massive brawl. And now we get
the point to all this: it’s New Jack. Oh why does he have to
come back? I’m sure you know my thoughts on New Jack by now.
One of the jobbers in there is the semi-famous Big Vito.

Staple gun to the head of some guy. And we do it again. Make
it three times. I hate New Jack. I truly do. Nova and Chetti
seem to like him though. Ok to be fair, the crowd is going
nuts over this.

Tour ad.



Cyrus and Joey argue some more.

Yoshihiro Tajiri vs. Super Crazy vs. Little Guido

During the entrances, Joey says he’s more or less high on
laryngitis medications. Ok then. Tajiri is in his traditional
look now. Crowd seems to favor Crazy the best. They point out
the three distinct styles here which is a nice touch. Well
this is better than another combination them going one on one
again I guess. Oh and Big Sal is now the Big Salbowski. Give
me a break.

Yes I get that it’s an intentional parody, but if this was the
other  way  around,  ECW  would  be  FREAKING  over  WWF  taking
another  idea  from  them.  When  ECW  does  it,  it’s  a  parody
though. Yeah that’s annoying. The chant of Where’s My Pizza
starts up. WOW those get annoying. It’s your basic spotfest to
start: stupid but fun. Guido hooks a camel clutch on Crazy and
Tajiri kicks the heck out of him. They set for it again and
Tajiri kicks the heck out of Guido. Nice one.

Tajiri hits a picture perfect moonsault to the floor to take
out both guys. It was of the Asai breed in case you were
curious. Guido hits a second rope Fameasser which looked good.
Not sure why but it did. Crazy one ups Tajiri by hitting a top
rope Asai moonsault and lands ON HIS FEET. That was awesome
looking. In a SICK spot, Tajiri goes for a sunset flip on
Crazy but it’s blocked. Tajiri pulls himself back up, spins
crazy around and hooks the Tarantula.

Guido throws in a great double foot to the face. That was one
of the coolest things I’ve seen in a long time. Guido gets the
Sicilian Crab at the same time Crazy gets a camel clutch.
Tajiri was totally off the ground. Ton of sick spots in this
match. That baseball slide dropkick in the Tree of Woe is
always great. Crazy follows that up with a moonsault to put
Guido out.

It’s elimination rules in case you didn’t get that so we’re



down to Tajiri and Crazy. The ten punch count being in Spanish
is always a nice touch. The handspring elbow hits for Tajiri.
We get a Super Loco chant. When they get creative like that I
can live with them. Tajiri blocks the triple moonsault and
just goes off on Crazy. A SICK brainbuster ends it.

Rating: B-. This is an odd match. The spots were great and I
liked them a lot, but I just could not get into the match as a
whole if that makes sense. I think it’s because this has been
done so many times now that there’s just no real reason to
care about this match. It was fun, but there’s just nothing of
substance to it. Nice spot fest though.

We throw it to Steve Corino who says they were going to bring
in the Insane Clown Posse to fight Raven and Dreamer tonight.
And they’re not here. Corino was the manager apparently and
brought  them  in.  Instead  Raven  and  Dreamer  get  Rhino  and
Corino. Ok then.

Billy Corgin is here.

They rant about WCW or something or other for awhile.

Justin Credible vs. Sabu

Does  anyone  else  find  it  stupid  that  ECW  says  Sabu  is
genocidal? That’s just a bit of overkill. Sabu was banned for
no apparent reason. Justin has a restraining order. Sacre
bleu. What a waste of my time. Yes I quoted Smart Guy of all
things. The referee says it’s a legal document, but there is
no law tonight since Anarchy Rulz. Justin drills the announcer
for saying it and the lights go out. Let’s get to it.

Apparently the Impact Players got him banned for being too
violent. Fonzie gets a table for Sabu. Justin gets a Russian
leg sweep on the ramp which looked good. I’d expect that’s the
only wrestling move for awhile. Sabu goes through a table for
some reason. Did anyone care about Credible? I don’t really
think so. We get a vague Kliq reference which Justin was a



part of in the back.

Sabu hits a big spot and Joey calls it indescribable just
before he, say it with me, DESCRIBES IT. A bunch of overblown
table spots follow. I don’t care either. So since Justin is
having his head handed to him, I’m more or less counting down
the time until the SHOCKING yes SHOCKING I SAY comeback that
gives Justin the win. Cyrus finds Fonzie annoying. That’s very
amusing. Justin is bleeding fairly badly.

A kendo stick shot gets two but Sabu has his foot on the
ropes. Ok, so legally binding documents aren’t legal, but the
ropes are. Got it. That’s Incredible gets two. Fonzie slides
in a chair but it hits Sabu in the head. Nice one. BAD looking
tombstone (That’s Incredible) on the chair ends it.

Rating: D-. The only word that came to my mind here was meh. I
just totally did not care here for a few reasons. One, it’s
Justin Credible. Two, you bring Sabu back to have him job?
What  sense  does  that  make?  The  match  was  sloppy  as  all
goodness and just bad. Didn’t like this at all, mainly due to
the idiotic booking as Heyman continues to insist that Justin
is some ring god.

ECW World Title: Masato Tanaka vs. Taz

No intro or anything. Joey just says it’s time for our world
title match. The fans throw a TON of stuff into the ring
because of Taz. He sold out apparently. No. Heyman screwed up
the booking of him because no one cared about him as a face
after he whined for a year and Shane Douglas wouldn’t drop the
title like he should have. I still say that had as much to do
with killing ECW as anything did.

That and not putting the belt on RVD about 5 months before
this. Mike Awesome is in the crowd and Taz says send him in
there too. Heyman comes out and holds Awesome back. I love how
the fans go from YOU SOLD OUT to yelling his catchphrase with
him inside of a minute. Remember that officially Taz hasn’t



been announced as leaving yet but it’s the worst kept secret
in wrestling. Heyman makes it a threeway.

So yeah add Mike Awesome to the title because I’m lazy. Oh and
Awesome is in wrestling gear in the crowd. I’m shocked too.
They double team him and that doesn’t work at all. Tanaka
takes an Awesome Bomb. And then the Roaring Elbow and Awesome
Splash puts Taz out in about two minutes. There you go then.

The locker room empties so that everyone can say goodbye to
Taz. Yeah this was a total secret right? Awesome hits a sweet
Tope (Taker Dive) to the floor to take Tanaka down. This is
your standard solid match with these two. Naturally chairs and
tables are brought into play but you have to expect that in
ECW. Tanaka hits a Tornado DDT on a chair for two.

And Tanaka gets powerbombed over the top to the floor through
a table. Top rope splash follows that for two. Ok then. Tanaka
no sells three LOUD chair shots and this Diamond Dust which is
an awesome move. It’s table time again with Awesome in control
again. Awesome hits a top rope powerbomb for the pin. Yeah
that works but a chair shot to the head from the top doesn’t?
Taz  hands  him  the  belt  after  the  match.  The  roster  says
goodbye to Taz as no one cares about Axl Rotten. The fans
loving Taz now is kind of stupid. Taz tells them to chant for
Awesome. Nice touch there.

Rating: B. Usual good stuff here from these two, but at times
the no selling gets annoying. Still though, this was a shock
to some people and it was a nice touch throwing Awesome in
there as people knew Taz was losing, so here we didn’t know
who was leaving with the belt. This was good.

Raven is hanging out by a swing and runs down the majority of
the feud between him and Dreamer. The “It’s Tommy’s” line gets
me every time. And no, I’m not running down that whole feud.
The thing was excellent though. Raven and Dreamer are tag
champions at the moment. Raven says he let Dreamer beat him



that night. This is the Raven that everyone loved and he was
awesome. He quotes Keyser Soze. How awesome is that?

Gertner comes out to interrupt the announcer and the crowd
pops. And here are Francine and Dreamer. Man in the Box is
always awesome so I can’t complain. To get it over with, the
Dudleys were leaving and Dreamer stood up to them. Raven ran
in to be his partner and they won the tag titles. They hate
each other though and Dreamer is hurt badly so Raven is making
him wrestle until he’s crippled.

Simple in a way I guess. Dreamer says he won’t be cutting a
babyface promo. And cue the babyface promo. He’s going to
wrestle no matter what the doctors say. And here’s Corino so
I’d bet we’re getting a tag title match. Ok never mind as it’s
a singles match with Rhino. Pay no attention to the fact that
they said there would be a tag title match later tonight with
these three and Raven which is inevitable. Yeah I’m not even
counting this as a match because Raven is just killing time
before he gets here. They’re just wasting time and HERE’S
Raven.

Tag Titles: Raven/Tommy Dreamer vs. Steve Corino/Rhino

Jack Victory, the sidekick of Corino and Rhino comes in to
help and a double DDT ends this about 12 seconds after Raven
gets there.

Rating: N/A. Can someone tell me when the match ended and when
it started?

Mancow, some annoying DJ that had TWO WCW PPV matches comes
out with some fat guys since we have a ton of time left. They
do nothing other than high five Raven and leave. WOW.

Ad for November to Remember.

So with 35 minutes left in the tape there’s just RVD to go.

Axl Rotten comes out to talk. Seriously, why does this guy



keep getting on PPV? He wants the shot at Awesome. Please come
murder him. Instead it’s the Impact Players and a British guy
named  Johnny  Smith.  Apparently  Smith  vs.  RVD  is  the  main
event. Rotten says the people are cheering for the women and
not the talent.

Insert your Becca joke here. Balls Mahoney and Spike come in
for the save and Dawn gets hit with an Acid Drop. Smith takes
a BIG chair shot and leaves. So Balls gets the title shot
instead. Oh dear.

ECW TV Title: Balls Mahoney vs. Rob Van Dam

And we have half an hour to go and this is the main event. Oh
my goodness this could be painful. So we have Lynn who is
obsessed with beating Van Dam and we get….Balls Mahoney vs.
RVD. And people wonder why this company died. So Van Dam walks
around for a few minutes to kill time. Wouldn’t a five minute
match be a better use of time?

Oh that’s right: that army of jobbers had to be beaten up by
New Jack instead of having a quick match. So with 25 minutes
to go, NO ONE buys Mahoney having a prayer here. Seriously,
they’re just blatantly wasting time now. I can’t get over
Balls Mahoney main eventing a PPV. Seriously, no one cares
about this match at all. All I’m doing is watching the clock
on the player to wait until this is over.

Are those punches Balls throws supposed to be impressive or
something? Van Dam hits a nice dive from the top into the
crowd.  And  that  ends  anything  interesting  in  this  match.
Seriously,  the  rest  is  more  or  less  nothing  but  punches,
kicks, chair shots and Balls doing moves he botches. This got
TWENTY MINUTES.

Yeah I skipped a lot of the details here, but other than
managing to kill an ECW crowd in a town like Chicago, this is
the least interesting main event I can ever remember. Just
terrible. A video package of the show fills in the final three



minutes of the show.

Rating: F. Balls Mahoney main evented a PPV. That should be a
meme somewhere for EPIC FAIL.

Overall Rating: D+. This wasn’t completely terrible. There are
some good matches here, but good night the stuff that sucked
was sucking hard. The opener and world title match were both
very solid but the rest is completely forgettable. The three
way cruiserweight match was fine for what it was but it’s been
done  WAY  too  much  for  me  to  care  again.  Not  completely
terrible, but nothing worth seeing. Storm and Lynn and the
title match are good though.

Remember to like me on Facebook at:

http://www.facebook.com/pages/kbwrestlingreviewscom/1179302949
74885?sk=wall

And follow me on Twitter @kbreviews


